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The Hillman Group
Case Study

Driving revenue and service excellence 
with Exceedra Retail Execution. 
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“There are at least 30 Hillman products in 
every household in North America”

Donovan Garrett, Director Field Operations at The Hillman Group

Background:

The Hillman Group  provides a wide variety of products such as fasteners and related hardware 
items; threaded rod and metal shapes; keys, key duplication systems, and accessories; builder's 
hardware; personal protective equipment, such as gloves and eye-wear; and identification 
items, such as tags and letters, numbers, and signs, to retail outlets, primarily hardware stores, 
Do it Yourself (DIY) home centers and mass merchants, pet supply stores, grocery stores, and 
drug stores.   Many of these items are small, hard-to-find and hard-to-manage hardware items.

Service Excellence at the Core:

Service is the hallmark of The Hillman Group company wide, provided by employing the 
largest direct sales force in the DIY industry. The team excels at providing product 
support and customer service for their retail distribution partners, delivering competitive 
advantage through their ability to provide a greater level of customer service than their 
competitors.  

The field team also functions as a category managers for retailers and supports the Hillman 
range with in-store service, high order fill rates, and rapid delivery of products sold.  They 
regularly visit retailer to review stock levels, reorder items needing replenishment or 
replacement, and collaborate with store management to offer new product and 
merchandising ideas. Thousands of items are typically actively managed with the retailer 
experiencing a substantial reduction of in-store labor costs and replenishment paperwork, 
while Hillman ensures proper stock levels and inventory turns.   
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“Our partnership with Exceedra is great, we have a great cadence with the 
support group, everything is like clockwork. We started out the right way 
and the relationship has matured and grown over the years...  it has never 

felt transactional.”

Michael McNeese, Director Enterprise Applications at The Hillman Group

The team also complements the broad range of products with merchandising services and 
regularly refresh retailers' displays with new products and package designs utilizing 
color-coding to simplify the shopping experience for consumers while at the same time 
improving the attractiveness of individual store displays.   The results of this drive for service 
excellence routinely sees The Hillman Group receiving “Vendor of the Year” recognition from its 
retail partners.

A proven solution and long-term partnership:

To support their service excellence and revenue growth goals, The Hillman Group first engaged 
Exceedra in 2009 to provide their field teams a fast, reliable solution to address their ordering, 
field intelligence and product merchandising needs. They found their rapid order capture 
requirements compounded by large SKU volumes and complex store specific assortments 
were well beyond the capabilities of other mobile Retail Execution solutions. 

To maximize sales potential, effective coverage is key, with visit frequency dynamic and driven 
by volume.   Busy stores can see a Hillman rep once or twice a week, with slower stores once per 
month.   A typical rep store visit ranges from 2 to 3 hours, up to a full day for a larger store.  The 
rep will first straighten and clean the displays then complete any tasked projects.  Following this 
the rep will check inventory for every product and then order whatever is missing.  

The larger DIY stores rely heavily on EDI for replenishment, with the Hillman reps supplementing 
them using the Exceedra Retail Execution ordering module to fill inventory gaps. In smaller 
stores, the reps rely completely on the solution to ensure product is ordered and the shelves are 
stocked.   With nearly 80,000 SKUs, the solution helps the reps sell the right products to the right 
stores, validating the orders as they are created ultimately driving revenue for Hillman.
   

Eyes in the store:

Before deploying the Exceedra Retail Execution solution, Hillman’s managers didn’t have 
visibility into store performance unless they visited the store themselves.  Now they can easily 
task reps with projects and surveys to guide them through the visit to ensure they are 
performing the highest value activities.  The reps are prompted to take pictures, which can be 
reviewed remotely by management for compliance. This is even more critical today during the 
Covid pandemic, when travel is restricted or limited.  
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“Since March 2020 when the Pandemic started, we have come to rely on 
Exceedra Retail Execution more than ever to get our managers [in the 

store] and see what’s going on.”

Donovan Garrett, Director of Field Service at The Hillman Group

Hillman is evaluating the route planning and 
optimization capabilities to drive additional 
efficiencies of its reps.

What’s next:

Exceedra Retail Execution for sales and 
merchandising, first deployed in 2009

Exceedra Solution:

The Hillman Group’s solution benefits with Exceedra 
Retail Execution: 

Support revenue growth and order processing objectives.

Provide management with visibility to in store conditions and compliance. 

Processes orders with speed and efficiency - quickly scan and process thousands of items.

Handle complexity with stable and robustness solution handling the load of nearly 140,000 
SKUs and 80,000 ultimately being sent to the solution before ultimately being filtered for 
the relevant store assortment. 

Respond to exceptional, unexpected or seasonal events with dynamic ordering. 

Ensure continuity by processing orders and other activities offline in the event of poor 
coverage.

About Exceedra:

Exceedra is the largest global pure play consumer goods solution provider that strives to 
continually create business value for our clients. We equip consumer goods companies with 
smarter sales and distribution capabilities that improve agility, increase efficiency, and enable 
better decisions, in order to increase profitability. We provide assurance that our clients are 
partnering with a trusted industry expert that understands their business and is committed to 
continuoursly driving value for their company. 
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